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HIGH-DENSITY Z-PINCH RESEARCH*
Jack S. Shlachter

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM, USA

.The linear Z pinch is a plasma configuration which in its simplest
form reqllires no auxiliary magnetic field; an axial current carried by
the plasma produces an azimuthal confining field and provides ohmic
(resistive) implosion heating. The Lawson criterion
(n~ > 1020 m-3~~ and high temperatures (T> 10 keV) must be
simultaneously satisfied in any reactor scheme. Early Z-pinch
experiments concentrated on the sub-atmospheric fill pressure regime,
with 1019 m-3 < n < 1023 m-3 and a corresponding confinement time
constraint of 101 s > ~ > 10-4 s. In addition, these studies :nvolved
plasmas formed at the surface of an insulating wall; the plasmas were
subsequently pinched inward by the radial jxB force. Following the
implosion phase, gross MHD instabilities were invariably observed on a
time scale short compared to the required confinement time.

The high-density, gas-embedded Z-pinch program (HDZP) at Los Altimos
National Laboratory is a modification of the conventional Z-pinch
approach in several res ects.

3
First, the density regime presently

investigated isn- 10 6 m-3 with a commensurately short confinement
time requirement of only 10-6 s. In addition, the plasma is initiated
in the c~nter of a large chamber filled with neutral gas by a Q-switched
laser. This removes the problem of wall-related impurities and ,llay
generate rtpressure profile which is m=() stable. Laser initiation helps I

to Flct the spatial (radial) scale of the plasma, which in our
experiments begins at approximately 100 Vm. Furthermore, there is a
possibility that the presence of a coro~al refiin surrounding the plasma
c~jlumncan provide some stabilization against m-l kink mode development.

A fusion reactor u~ing a high density Z-pinch plasma would be an
in!~erently pulse: device with burn times of approximately onc
microsecond. By making the assumption that t+e placmn will remnin
stable on this time scale, simple calculntionHl indlrfite th~lt a ,}lasma

with n - lf)27m-3, 1-0.10 m, and r - 10-4 m would have an energy
output of 4.4 M.:with un input energy ()f only 140 k,l. Th~s drastic
dcl)arture from conventional mngnctlc confinement reactor st:.neme~
provides the chief motivation for the continupd effort in the HDZP
program.
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10SS is the bulk radiation via bremsstrahlung. In steady state, one
observes a balance :lt a unique value of plasma current, which for
hydrogenic plasma is 1 -+1.4 MA. This asymptotic limit (called the

!Pease current2) is ap roached according to a specific waveform when the
time-dependent equations are solved. 3 The current must rise rapidly at

‘1, then the rise rate must decreaseearly times, with dI/dt ~ 5X1012 A s
as I approaches the Pease current. We have used the equilibrium model
results to determine the proper configuration of the current generator
for Lhe HDZP experiments.

The present HI’)ZPapparatus consists of a current generator which
can produce a peak current of 400 kA in 250 ns. A six-stage Marx bank
generator, erected to 600 kV, is directly coupled to a 1.6-S2
water-dielectric coaxial transmission line with a one-way transit time
of 100 ns. The water line drives a self-breaking water switch which is
in turn connected to the plasma load chamber through ~n additional
transmission line section. The low inductance switch is used to
genera~e a rapidly rising current at tt,e load in an attempt to
approximate the time-dependent equilibrium waveform. The pla=.,,.chamber
is typically filled with hydrogen at pressures ranging from 5-45 psia,
and diagnostic acce$s is achieved throu~h transverse-viewing ports.

Applicatiol~ of the high voltage pulse across the 10 cm discharge
path in the hydrogenic atmosphere would ‘esult in a multi-channel
breakdown {t some form of single column designation were not ustld. I-
the HI)ZP experiments, a Q-switched (30 ns.FWHM) Nd-glass or ruby laser
illuminates a path between the two electrodef.iand is fired 100 ns before
the voltage Wtlvc reaches the load chamber.

.—
The initiation laser is

operated below the threshold for laser-induced breakdown to avoid thu
problems associated with nxial inhomogencltles.

our present c;~mplement of diagnostics Includes standard current and
voltage probes, so!t x-ray em{~~i,,n detec~,ion through thin mett~~lic
foils, and o qur,ntitatjvc optical density diagnostic based on th[’
schli?rcn cftect using n l-ns N2 l,,scrpulsu,
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equilibriutn model predictions. The observed temperatures then drop
rapidly below the threshold of the diagnostic (- 100 ev) contrary to
our initial expectations. This result has been explained ! using the
data obtained by the schlierin diagnostic and indicates the cbtef
obstacle in the HDZP program, i.e. , the accretion of new plasma at the
channel-neutral gas interface.

.The growth of the initial, ~oo-pm plasma channel was originally

belleved to be a simple expanston of the plasma. Quantitative density
measurements reveal, however, that the Line riensity itself is growing,
i.e., the total number of plasma particles is monotonically increasing.
Thermal eqtiilibration results in a rapid cooling of the column because
the ohmic heating input cannot keep pace with the plasma accretion, and
the temperature drop agrees Ijith the soft x-ray emission data. Th~s
accretion must be controlled before higher and more sustained
temperatures can be achieved.

The mechanism which drives the creation of new plasma remains
unknown, although several hypotheses have been examined. First,
radiation from the central plasma may ionize the surrounding ae:jtral
gas. This coriplicated radiation transport problem has only been studied
to date by si[lplecomputational estimate~, and ft!rtherwork must be done
to appreciate the eff~cts of this process. A second mechanism involves
thermal conduction into the cold, neutral r~gion, and present computer
models suggest that this effect iS KK)L ~ufficient to explain the
observed accreticn rate. Third, the plasma column dynamics at early
times m.lylaunch an ionizing shock wave into the surrounding gas.
Again, this mechanism is under complltationai investi~-tion.6 It is also
possible that the accretion is driven by exe+.tation of a large volume of
hydrogen by the inttl.,]tionltiser. The majority of the HI)ZP ex!mriments
have been performed usin~ a hi~h-divergence in~tiation laser which
illuminates a broad re~,jon fn the load chamber. Indeed , the ob~ervatior
of n 100-~” ~nitial chunne!. remains a mystery, as th~s spaticl dimension
is milch smaller thiin the initiation-laser sFot size. Recently, a
low-dlvergenco Nd-glass laser was implemented to help eliminate this
possible ~rcretioll m,~ch~nism. Fimtlly, tileelectric fipl~ applied t.o
tl~(’discbnrg(’ clvctrott(rimay be exc(~edin~ the brenkdown threshold for
thr :mutrul gns durin!, the entire first 50 ns of current flow and result.
in Town~llcnd lonizntiar, outside thr eentrnl pl.asmu channel. A
pulfie-sh;)rpenln~ transmission line has been in!+railcttin the currt~nt
g(~nerotor bvtwrvn the wntt~c awitrh an~i ttlo plo~mn lot~d chamber t()
decrva~c tl~ceff[~{’tsof clectrf)n nv{llanchfa}!aftt~r ‘h~’i;litialplt~~ma i%
fnrmt,d. our oxperfmcnti!l pro~,rtim is procerrliry, wjth the gonl ~Jf
control linR tilt’,’rt’ntiouof nt’wpln~rnn in t}ichl[,})density Z pinch And
[11lowtn~ t})rplo~m:l L() rvuci) thv PCIaAf+Ccurrent fttb,gh r(’mpur[lturt’s.
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